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Introduction
Recognition of organs is an important enabling
technology in the field of digital pathology as a
predicate to AI based approaches to unsupervised
abnormality detection and supervised feature
detection. To answer this data processing
requirement, we describe an automated CNN
algorithm for accurate identification of tissue
sections and subsequent classification into specific
organs.
Materials and Methods
The tissue segmentation and organ recognition
algorithms have been developed using 3 studies
(1030 slides) which are provided by AstraZeneca,
Cambridge UK. All slides were digitised using an
Aperio AT2 Digital Slide Scanner. 75% of slides were
used for training while 25% were used for test. The
AI pipeline comprises two stages. The first step
involves a segmentation process (8-layer CNN
autoencoder) which identifies the disjoint tissue
sections in the 1.25x image and the second step
classifies them into organ types. The organ
recognition classifier has been trained using 637
images that were divided into 15 classes (Adrenals,
Brain, Duodenum, Eyes, Femur, Heart, Kidney, Liver,
Lung, Pancreas, Spleen, Sternum, Stomach, Testes
and Thymus).

Figure 1. AI pipeline accuracy prediction and troubleshooting workflow to triage low
confidence images for organ classification based on 15 class cohort

Figure 2. Patholytix viewer study browser showing all variant organs colour-classified

Figure 3. t-SNE plot - distribution of the CNN codes obtained for the test
data that was employed in our experiments (1671 tissue sections - 15
organ classes).

Results
On a test set containing 1671 tissue sections we have
achieved 99% accuracy in correct organ classification. A small
number of errors fall into two classes - tissue segmentation
of conjoined organs (e.g. duodenum and pancreas), and
under-representation errors when the classifier encounters
novel tissue appearance not represented in the training set.
As a predicate to detailed AI analysis it is essential that tissue
segmentation and organ recognition are computationally
efficient. The present system can process approximately 120
slides per minute.

Conclusion: We are encouraged by the potential of our AI based organ recognition to accelerate fully automated analysis of
digital slides. To improve classifier robustness, and further verify performance, we will expand the training and test sets with
images from multiple scanners and multiple sites, with a wider variety of staining appearance. We will also assess the impact of
(unseen) visually different, severe toxicity samples on classifier performance.
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